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Survey Methodology
Aon commissioned Acuris to interview 25 senior M&A
practitioners based in EMEA in Q3 2019 to learn their
views about the risks and challenges they face in the
current deal environment. Respondents were split
between private equity executives at firms with an
average last-12-month deal size of $50M or greater
(32%); corporate executives at S&P Europe 350
companies (32%); and M&A attorneys at law firms in
the top 25 of Mergermarket’s 2018 EMEA M&A league
tables. All responses are anonymous and the results are
presented in aggregate.

Introduction
After a half-decade of steady growth, markets in Europe, the Middle East and

Extraordinary Global Growth

Africa (EMEA) are beginning to face significant headwinds. Geopolitical and

When combined with the results of Aon’s

macroeconomic uncertainty, rising populism and volatile stock markets have all

Transaction Solutions teams in North

weighed on dealmaker confidence.

America and EMEA, global utilization
of M&A insurance in 2018 resulted in:

Issues affecting cross-border trade are having an especially strong effect on
the region. After a series of delays, the final outcome of the UK’s exit from the
European Union – initially scheduled for the end of October 2019 but now
delayed once again, likely until 2020 – is still unclear. The intensifying trade war
between the US, China and the EU has put a further dampener on prospects for
economic growth, and stock markets remain volatile. As a result, it should come as
no shock that deal value in EMEA fell by almost a quarter over the first six months
of 2019, according to Mergermarket data, declining 23% from $683.8B in H1 2018

1,000+
deals
$38B
in limits placed

to $528.4B in H1 2019.
Yet despite the drop in M&A and difficult deal backdrop, demand from Aon’s
clients in EMEA for deal-related M&A solutions – particularly, warranty &
indemnity (W&I), tax and contingent risk insurance – has remained resilient.
Both the volume of M&A on related deals in which Aon has been involved, and
the aggregate amount of M&A insurance placed in relation thereto by Aon, have
remained constant. In H1 2019, there were 165 insured deals with $9.1B limits,
consistent with the 166 deals with limits of $9.2B in H1 2018.1
The appetite for M&A insurance remains robust because deals are still trading
at high prices, despite increased uncertainty in the economic and political
environment. The most recent Argos Index, for example, which tracks the multiples
of private European mid-market deals, shows that average multiples are at an all-

Regional Deal Activity

3,962
M&A deals were announced
in the first half of 2019 for
targets in EMEA 

$528.4B
deal value was reported in
the first half of 2019

time high of 10x Ebitda. The combination of rising risk and high valuations has made
M&A insurance an increasingly important part of the deal execution toolkit.
“In this report – which is part of a four-part series covering M&A insurance trends

W&I Insurance Growth

in North America, EMEA and Asia-Pacific as well as a comparative global round-up

The uptake of W&I insurance over the past

at the end of 2019 – we take a detailed look at the uptake and use of transaction

12-24 months in EMEA remains strong:

insurance products in EMEA,” says Simon Tesselment, Chief Broking Officer,

67%
increase in the number of Aon-

M&A and Transaction Solutions, EMEA at Aon. “The coverage includes analysis
of data on how M&A insurance is being used, as well as a survey of corporates,
private equity firms and M&A advisers, exploring their insights into the risks and
opportunities present in the EMEA transaction market. We explore how deal
professionals are assessing and mitigating risk when the economic and political
backdrop is unpredictable, and prices remain full.”
1

Aon M&A and Transaction Solutions EMEA internal information

insured transactions in the region

326
deals
were done in 2018, up from
195 deals the year before
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Part 1:
M&A Insurance Trends
W&I Insurance
The uptake of W&I insurance in EMEA has been
strong over the last 12 to 24 months, mirroring the
situation in other jurisdictions, as buyers and sellers
seek cover to facilitate deal execution and cover off
downside risk during a period of uncertainty. The
number of transactions in the region insured by Aon
has increased by more than two-thirds (67%), from

“Getting the proper insurance for our deals
has always remained a top priority. Tax
liability and intellectual property litigation
insurance is clearly necessary in today’s
deal environment.”

195 deals in 2017 to 326 deals in 2018.

Managing partner at a UK buyout firm

The rise in W&I use comes despite expectations that

“This is a very challenging environment. Political

deal activity will fall over the next year. More than half

uncertainty is adding to a very complex situation,

(52%) of survey respondents expect the number of

with a direct impact on the level of M&A activity,”

M&A deals to fall by between 2% and 5%, or by more

said a partner at an Italian law firm.

than 5%, over the next 12 months. Only 8% predict
an increase of between 2% and 5%, and 40% say

Despite the recent drop in deal volume in EMEA,

they expect activity to remain within 2% of figures for

the increase in W&I uptake comes as buyside

the last 12 months.

M&A investors pay closer attention to evaluating
macroeconomic and political risk and to remaining

What do you think will happen to the
number of M&A deals in EMEA over the
coming 12 months?

disciplined through deal processes to avoid
overpaying. In our survey, these two issues (25% each)
were cited as the main challenges private equity and
corporate dealmakers faced when executing deals on
the buyside, ahead of securing financing on favorable

16%

8%

terms (19%), identifying attractive targets (19%)
and overcoming regulatory obstacles (12%). When
questioned on the biggest risks facing potential M&A
targets over the next 12 months, almost two-thirds of
respondents (64%) chose macroeconomic risks.
40%

36%

“Over the next 12 months, global trends and influences
of events such as Brexit should be monitored. Investors
will remain cautious and more reservation will
be shown towards taking risk,” said the chief
investment officer at a German private equity firm.
As risk assessment has become increasingly important

Increase somewhat (by 2-5%)
Remain about the same (within 2% of LTM deal volume)
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for M&A execution, and uptake of W&I cover has
increased, the limits on cover have ticked higher as
well. In 2015, the total limits for cover for private equity

Decrease somewhat (by 2-5%)

and corporate EMEA deals came in at around $3B.

Decrease significantly (by more than 5%)

By 2018, total limits had increased to more than $14B.
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Data broadly shows that smaller deals buy
proportionately higher coverage limits, as this
represents better value for money. This is because

PE and corporate respondents only: What are the biggest
challenges you expect to face in 2019 with respect to successfully
completing deals on the buy side? (Select the most important)

most insurers tend to charge minimum premiums
meaning that the purchase of limits below €10M

Evaluating and managing macroeconomic and political risk

can begin to look expensive. Larger deals tend to

25%

buy coverage limits of 10% of deal value or less,
due to cost and market practice in non-insured

Outbidding competing buyers without overpaying

deals. In a large transaction, however, a limit of 10%

25%

still represents hundreds of millions of dollars of
protection from insurers. Although premium rating

Securing financing on favorable terms

tends to spike for larger deals, the actual effect

19%

when considered in overall context of deal value is
negligible (see chart on page 5).

Identifying attractive targets
19%

Overall, total current market capacity in EMEA
stands at approximately $1.5B per transaction. This

Overcoming regulatory obstacles

ceiling has expanded rapidly in recent years, and

12%

in 2018 alone it climbed by approximately $330M,
as an increase in capacity deployed by incumbent
providers and new entrants drove capability higher.
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There are currently around 33 insurers writing
transaction solutions insurance in EMEA, with
additional capacity available from the US, Bermuda

What are the biggest risks you foresee at potential M&A targets
over the coming 12 months? (Select the most important)

and Asia. Aon used the increased capacity in 2018
to place the largest W&I (€1B limit) and tax

Macroeconomic

($750M limit) policies written to date in EMEA.

“Over the next 12
months, global trends
and influences of events
such as Brexit should be
monitored. Investors will
remain cautious and more
reservation will be shown
towards taking risk.”
Chief investment officer at a
German private equity firm

64%
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24%
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Room for Improvement – What Dealmakers Want from M&A Insurance Providers
Although the primary reason for purchasing M&A
insurance cover remains the mitigation of key deal risks,
the growing use and sophistication of the product has

Which of the following would help convince you
to purchase insurance more frequently in support
of your M&A activity? (Select all that apply)

seen it develop a broader range of applications, which
have in turn influenced how clients make insurance
buying decisions.

Faster execution
88%

When asked what would prompt clients to buy M&A
insurance more frequently, 88% of our survey respondents
cited faster execution as the main factor that would

Better understanding of how insurance can be used

influence the buying decision. Better pricing was selected

80%

by 68% of respondents, and 64% said they were looking for
more complete coverage.

Better pricing
68%

Interestingly, despite the growing traction of M&A
insurance in the EMEA market, 80% of respondents said
that having a better understanding of how insurance

More complete coverage

can be used would be a key factor to prompt more

64%

frequent purchases. Over the last 24 months, insurers
have demonstrated the flexibility of their offering, but
there is still work to be done to improve practitioners’
understanding of the product and its applications.

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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Geographic and Sector Insights

involving target companies in 34 jurisdictions

Three regions in continental Europe accounted for

in 2018. The UK & Ireland was the largest market

the bulk of EMEA activity in 2018. The UK (including

for Aon last year, with limits running around $2.75B,

Ireland) was the largest deal market by volume and

followed by the DACH region (circa $2.5B) and

value, with 1,826 deals worth $338.3B, followed

Benelux (circa $2B). The Nordics market increased

by Southern Europe, where there were 1,410

three-fold to more than $1.5B, and southern Europe

transactions worth $199.9B, while DACH posted

more than doubled in size to more than $1B.

1,318 deals valued at $171.7B.
Dealmakers that have used W&I cover in EMEA have
The Middle East and Africa recorded 224 deals

generally tended to make use of the product for both

worth $48.8B and 237 deals worth $20.9B,

domestic and cross-border deals. In our dealmaker

respectively, in 2018.

survey, 40% said the use of W&I was usually the same
for cross-border and domestic deals, with 40% saying

This spread of activity is broadly reflective of the

it was somewhat more common for international

policies placed by Aon’s broking teams across

transactions. Only 20% said W&I insurance was

EMEA. Aon EMEA provided cover for transactions

much more common in domestic acquisitions.

Limit by country/product for 2017 & 2018

4
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3
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W&I
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Others
2018

CEE
2017

CEE
2018

Aon data

EMEA Deal Activity, 2018-H1 2019

H1 2019
Country

United Kingdom

In deals your firm works on, how does the use
of W&I insurance differ in cross-border versus
domestic deals, if at all?

2018

Deal

Deal Value

Deal

Deal Value

Count

(in $bn)

Count

(in $bn)
20%

786

$162.4

1,826

$338.3

Nordics

627

$41.3

1,214

$104.8

DACH

593

$90.6

1,318

$171.7

Southern Europe

598

$42.7

1,410

$199.9

France

451

$29.9

951

$67.7

Benelux

390

$21.1

788

$46.4

CEE

282

$24.2

630

$47.6

Middle East

114

$101

224

$48.8

W&I insurance is much more common in our
cross-border deals than in our domestic deals

Africa

112

$14.7

237

$20.9

W&I insurance is somewhat more common in our
cross-border deals

9

$0.6

20

$8.6

The use is about the same in our cross-border and
domestic deals

& Ireland

Others in Europe*

40%

40%

*Andorra, Channel Islands, Isle of Man, Lichtenstein, Monaco

But even though W&I cover is now commonplace in

With regards to sectors, the industrials and

cross-border deals involving EMEA targets, only 28%

chemicals industry delivered the largest deal volume

of those polled had negotiated a W&I policy for a US

in H1 2019, with 758 deals valued at $120.9B.

buyer making a cross-border deal in the region.

Pharma, medical and biotech was the largest
sector by deal value over the period, with a value

This could be down to the differences between

of $135B across 275 transactions. Business services

US policies and those in EMEA (see “Warranty &

and technology were the next busiest sectors by

Indemnity vs. Reps & Warranties” on page 8). All

volume, with 626 deals worth $27.6B and 585

respondents who had negotiated W&I policies for

transactions worth $30.3B, respectively.

US buyers making a cross-border acquisition in EMEA
reported policy durations different to what was typical

The insurance market remained relatively agnostic

in EMEA policies, and said there were no exclusions for

on industry, with market sector policies secured for

matters disclosed in the buyer’s due diligence report.

clients operating across a broad range of industries

Some 43% noted fewer general exclusions, with 29%

(see chart on page 9). The largest sectors were

noting policy wording that is friendlier to the insured.

energy (23%), industrials (21%) and real estate (17%).
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Over the last 24 months, has your firm
negotiated a W&I policy for a US buyer
making a cross-border acquisition in EMEA?

Warranty & Indemnity versus Reps & Warranties
As US dealmakers look to Europe for investment opportunities,
they have found that Representations & Warranties (otherwise
known as Warranty & Indemnity) insurance coverage for these
deals can be inconsistent with what can be purchased in the
US. Due to materially different structures and market practices,

28%

European transactions can be unfamiliar to US dealmakers and
M&A lawyers. Aon created its Transatlantic representations &
warranties insurance program, partnering with six insurance
carriers, to offer US M&A professionals a consistent approach to
structuring M&A insurance. Overseeing Aon’s Transatlantic
program is a team of deeply experienced European and US M&A
professionals who can help ensure the inherent complexity in

72%

these types of transactions is understood and addressed.
Aon has experienced significant growth in US deals into Europe,
with an increase of 20% to 25%, year over year, since 2014.
Yes

No

US buyers using representations & warranties insurance on
transatlantic deals included outbound investments in the UK
(42%), Sweden (17%), Germany (13%), Italy (13%), France (8%),
Denmark (4%) and the Netherlands (4%).

If yes, which of the following aspects
of coverage did they request, if any?
(Select all that apply)
No exclusion for matters disclosed in the buyer’s
due diligence report

If yes, which of the following aspects
of coverage did they request, if any?
(Select the most important)

100%
Different policy durations than are typical
in EMEA policies
Different policy durations than are typical in
EMEA policies

57%
100%
Policy wording that is friendlier to the insured

Fewer general exclusions

29%

43%

Policy wording that is friendlier to the insured

Fewer general exclusions

29%

0%
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EMEA Deal Activity by Sector, 2018-H1 2019

Market sector policies secured for clients
Aon data

H1 2019
Sectors

7%

2018

7%

Deal

Deal Value

Deal

Deal Value

Count

(in $bn)

Count

(in $bn)

758

$120.9

1,794

$164.1

Business Services

626

$27.6

1,289

$44.9

Technology

585

$30.3

1,063

$65.9

Consumer

471

$27.2

1,022

$50.5

275

$135

664

$152.7

Industrials
& Chemicals

Pharma, Medical
& Biotech
Energy, Mining
& Utilities

233

$63.4

545

23%

7%
7%

11%

21%

17%

Energy

Infrastructure

Industrials

Health

Real Estate

Financials

Retail & Consumer

Tech, Telecoms, & Media

$149.9

Tax insurance

Financial Services

221

$27.9

595

$98.8

Construction

188

$7.5

384

$58.3

Leisure

180

$19.4

416

$49.1

In addition to the rise in W&I uptake, the use of tax
insurance is also growing rapidly. We estimate $3B
of tax risks were insured in EMEA and APAC in 2018,
across approximately 100 separate deals.
Pricing for tax insurance has remained steady over
the past 18 months, although competition among

Transport

143

$15.5

276

$33.8

Media

133

$15.7

252

$75

insurers is improving pricing for certain types of
risks, particularly for certain real estate and M&Arelated issues. Competition and provision are on
track to increase further this year following the
entry into the market of new tax insurers. Aon

Real Estate

59

$6.2

129

$32.7

Telecommunications

45

$29.5

89

$72.8

estimates that by the end of 2019, there will be
around 20 insurers offering the product.
Private dealmaking has remained the predominant
driver of tax insurance uptake, but clients are now

Agriculture

38

$1.8

89

$5.3

increasingly insuring tax risks in other situations too,
such as restructuring, financings and in public deals.

Defense

6

$0.3

9

$0.7

Unknown

1

$0.3

2

-

Indeed, transactions outside of M&A now account
for almost a fifth (19%) of tax insurance. Financial
investors represent the largest buyer group for tax
insurance, accounting for 57% of the client base,
followed by corporates at 41%.
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Tax insurance – Client Type

Tax insurance – M&A versus Non-M&A

2%
19%

41%

57%
81%

Corporate

Aon data

M&A

Aon data

Non-M&A

Financial Investor
Other

Tax insurance – Policies by Region
(number of policies placed)

As the application of tax insurance has broadened and
its use increased, Aon has expanded its tax team and
now has specialist tax insurance brokers in London and
Aon data

4%

4%

Frankfurt, with German, UK, Luxembourg, Spanish and
Finnish M&A tax backgrounds.

12%

6%

Litigation and Contingent
Liability Insurance

9%
26%
8%

In parallel to the huge surge in the litigation funding
market, where clients can pursue the upside of
litigation with the backing of a funder, we continue
to see increasing interest in the insurance market to
protect clients against the downside of litigation – and

6%
6%

4%
15%

UK & Ireland

Nordics

Germany

Southern Europe

Switzerland

Asia-Pacific

Benelux

LATAM

France

USA

CEE
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not just by providing the after-the-event (ATE) cost
product, which is a necessary adjunct for funders.

$3B of tax risks were insured by Aon in EMEA and
APAC in 2018, across approximately 100 separate deals.
Financial investors represent the largest buyer group
for tax insurance, accounting for 57% of Aon’s client
base, followed by corporates at 41%.

Transaction Solutions and Public M&A
An additional and developing aspect of the EMEA M&A

Examples include structuring and placing a W&I policy for

insurance marketplace is public M&A. Aside from public

a public-to-private transaction in Poland and placing a tax

offering of securities insurance (POSI), insurance products

policy for a public company to preserve the tax treatment

have historically had little application outside of the

arising from a redomicile of its IP assets. We have also seen

private deal space. There are typically very few, limited,

an increasing number of public companies using W&I in

or no warranties provided by the target company or its

private M&A, having realized that they are able to drive

shareholders in public deals, meaning that W&I insurance

comparable benefits to those enjoyed by their private

is simply not relevant.

equity counterparts for many years.

Aon, however, has recently challenged the market to come

These examples barely scratch the surface of what Aon

up with more innovative solutions to meet client demand for

perceives to be the unmet needs for solutions in the public

greater downside protection in the public markets, whether

M&A transaction arena. We expect the market to develop

in an M&A context or otherwise. This has meant engaging

over the next few years. Watch this space.

with insurers both in and outside of the current M&A space
and has resulted in a number of groundbreaking placements.

Ongoing litigation and other contingent legal risks

a W&I policy will ordinarily mean that the

pose a major hurdle to successful M&A transactions,

buyer is entitled to claim the difference between

as risk allocation between seller and buyer in those

the “true value” of the company and the “as

circumstances can be difficult. Not all cases lend

warranted” value (unless some other express

themselves to insurance, but as the M&A community

agreement has been reached), the position is

becomes more educated about the wide repertoire

different in other European jurisdictions.

of transaction solution products, we anticipate a
major uptick in successful cases, in which litigation

The split between types of warranty breaches will vary

or other contingent risks have been ringfenced by

depending on the book of business and geographical

imaginatively structured products.

locations, though common areas of dispute include,
but are not limited to, financial statements, tax,

Claims

compliance with laws, and material contracts. Due to

Considering that only a small number of claims

the bespoke nature of W&I policies and the varying

have been litigated in the UK or European courts,

positions under different legal jurisdictions, the policy

and that the terms of private settlements are usually

and underlying deal documents need to be carefully

confidential, it can be difficult to assess the full scale

considered in the event of a claim.

of W&I claims. While it appears that both W&I and
tax insurance claims have been manageable for

Aon has been notified of 109 notifications on policies

insurers in the market to-date, claims handling is

placed in the London market since the start of 2016.

still being tested.

Based on this sample, most notifications (75%) occur
within the first 18 months of the policy and more

Quantifying loss can be especially complex and

than half (53%) of claims close within a year. Most

typically involves instructing forensic expert

claims relate to tax (37 claims), followed by financial

accountants. Whereas in English law loss under

statements (32) and regulatory issues (24).
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Aon M&A and Transaction Solutions – Claims

Aon has been notified of 109 claims on policies placed in EMEA
from 2016
2016

2017

2018

2019 YtD

25.8%

16.3%

12.7%

3.8%

Warranty & Indemnity
Policies

10%

Tax

25%

8%

Corporate
63 notifications
23.8% of corp. policies

Financial
Statements
Regulatory

8%

Property

12%

Private Equity
46 notifications
15.4% of PE policies

Litigation

22%

Contract

16%

Others

Types of Breaches

17%

16%

20%

Closing to
Claim Notice

Mean: 12.7 months
Range: 13 days to 31.5 months

IP

Environmental

Employment

0-6 months

Timing of Claims: Closing
to Claim Notice
Median: 11.5 months

Contract

Litigation

Property

Regulatory

Financial Statements

Tax

40
30
20
10
0

6-12 months
12-18 months
18-24 months
24+ months

29%
18%

Almost half occur within the first year, with 67% occurring
within 18 months
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Aon data

Arbitraging Lower-Cost Insurance Capital
For dealmakers willing to push the boundaries, there are

seller. The surety bond was issued on an on-demand basis,

huge opportunities to take further advantage of the arbitrage

allowing the seller to call on the bond in the event of

available via insurance capital. Insurance capital per se is

buyer default on the deferred consideration payment.

cheaper than bank capital and it is more readily available

The seller was happy because their credit risk was mitigated

today because banks have higher capital requirements than

– they would get their money, regardless of the solvency of

insurers. This creates an arbitrage for the capital cost, through

the buyer – while in turn our client was happy because the

structured surety and credit instruments.

guarantee was issued on an unsecured basis, removing the
need for capital to be tied up.

The perception of credit insurance within the M&A space
has often centered around pure risk mitigation or bad debt

More recently, we have used credit insurance to support

protection for organizations selling goods and services,

clients in the divestment process, where sellers look for

with a small overlap with the surety market issuing various

security against payment default by the acquiring entity.

commercially related performance bonds. However, the

In these cases, credit insurance not only mitigates risk,

industry has evolved in recent years, transforming the art of

but also acts as a pricing gap bridge; enabling bidders to

the possible; the application of credit, political risk insurance

offer more competitive prices (closer to a seller’s target),

(CPRI) and surety solutions in an M&A environment.

because they can offer an insurance protected staggered
payment structure. The available capacity for such

Solutions for buyers

transactions runs into the hundreds of millions (USD).

Transactional solutions to hedge deal risk –

Enhance risk due diligence with the use of credit DD

deferred consideration bonds

Providing a tangible solution in the due diligence phase

One of our clients approached us to discuss potential

is another theme in our M&A report. We have taken note

solutions for a strategic acquisition they were close to signing.

of the growing focus and pressure to get pre-transaction

They were to acquire a business with an enterprise value of

due diligence right, and then examined how the insurance

£100M, structured by an initial cash payment of £60M, with

industry can harness and use its rich source of data to give

a deferred consideration of £40M payable in four years.

buyers a deeper insight and understanding of their target

While the UK PLC purchaser represented a strong credit risk,

acquisition(s) from a credit and financial risk standpoint.

the seller wanted to secure their returns in the deal. Usually
our client (the buyer) would have approached their bank to

Having identified that as much as 40% of an enterprise’s

request the issuance of a security, in the form of a letter of

assets sit in the current assets of the balance sheet, namely

credit (LoC) bank guarantee. In this case, the LoC would have

trade receivables, Aon coordinated the development of

effectively lowered the amount of working capital the buyer

a credit and working capital assessment to help clients

could source from the issuing bank (-£40M). However, the

understand their exposure to credit risk. Aon partnered

business was in a growth phase and wanted to minimize the

with a global credit insurer to develop a unique tool that

amount of working capital tied up in this deal.

provides in-depth analysis of a target(s) trade receivables
ledger, outlining individual counterparty credit risk, as well

Our solution was to replace the LoC with a surety bond

as sector and country analytics. This process allows the

equivalent, enabling the buyer to complete the transaction

acquirer to accurately map the portfolio so as to determine

using deferred payments. The surety bond, a third party

the distribution of debt and calculate the risk-weighted

guarantee issued by an AA-rated insurance company,

probability of default (PoD) and estimated credit loss (ECL)

effectively secured the payment from the buyer to the

across that asset.
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Part 2:
Impact of M&A Insurance on the Deal Process
Impact on Sales Processes

How have seller terms changed, on average, in M&A deals that you
have worked on over the last 18 months? (Select one)

Despite the drop in overall deal activity, M&A
markets continue to favor sellers. According to
our survey, 44% of respondents say sellers have
demanded somewhat more favorable terms on
deal terms over the last 18 months, with 28% saying

Sellers have demanded
much more
favorable terms

4%

sellers have pushed for much more favorable terms.

28%

24%

Sales via auctions, therefore, remain a constant,

Sellers have demanded
somewhat more
favorable terms

and more than half (53%) of the deals Aon has
worked on have been structured in this way. Sales

Sellers have not
substantively changed
their demands

processes have become ever more competitive in
the deals Aon has worked on, with bidders rarely
being granted exclusivity. Instead of working
bilaterally, sellers are funneling potential buyers

Sellers have agreed
to somewhat less
favorable terms

into contract races whereby two or more bidders
continue to compete right until a deal is struck with

44%

one of them, who then signs a Sale and Purchase
Agreement (SPA).

How often do you currently use the following due diligence services in your M&A deals?
(Select a frequency for each type)

Human Capital Diligence
52%

44%

4%

IP Diligence
32%

64%

4%

Cyber Diligence
32%

44%

24%

Risk & Insurance Due Diligence
28%
0%

40%
20%

Extremely often (in 75-100% of deals)

14

40%
Very often (in 50-75% of deals)
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32%
60%
Rather often (in 25-50% of deals)

80%

100%

Occasionally (in 5-25% of deals)

In the current M&A environment, what are the most contentious
points in deal negotiation? (Select top two and rank them 1-2,
where 1 is the most contentious)
Agreeing on how financial data is interpreted
16%

28%

Gaining access to information in due diligence
32%

The truncated nature of deal processes and the

4%

limited time made available for diligence could
explain why 32% of respondents only conduct

Negotiating representations & warranties or other covenants

risk and insurance due diligence “rather often,”

12%

and prioritize “core” areas such as human capital

20%

diligence and cyber diligence “extremely often.”
Indeed, close to a third of those polled say gaining

Negotiating the terms of an earn-out or other contingent compensation

access to information is the most contentious point in

8%

a deal negotiation in the current M&A environment.

24%

Agreeing on how financial data is interpreted (16%)
and negotiating representations, warranties and

Determining role of seller’s management team after the deal is complete

other covenants (12%) also ranked highly.

16%

8%

The sales-friendly market has helped to push a rise in
the number of so-called “hard staple” deals, where

Negotiating break-up fees

around 75% of insurers’ underwriting is completed

12%

on the sell-side before the process “flips” to the buyer

4%

to complete a compressed buyside process. The
survey findings show that for 68% of respondents,
W&I insurance is stapled to the bid package to
facilitate an accelerated path to signing. This

Negotiating scope of indemnification of seller
4%

12%

contrasts to a “soft staple” whereby the seller secures
indicative and non-binding terms only leaving
buyers to take over the process and complete a full
underwriting process at an earlier stage.

0%

10%
1

20%

30%

40%

50%

2
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When you use W&I insurance in a deal,
approximately how often is the insurance
program “stapled” to the bid package?

Case Study: PE-Owned Tech Company
Reaps Insurance Benefits
Aon recently worked with a PE-owned company specializing

8%
24%

in smart-meter installation and was able to provide coverage
that helped the business secure bank financing that may not
have been available, or may have been more expensive, without
the insurance solution. New technology within the company’s
smart meters represented an unknown risk, and even though
the meters had a manufacturers’ warranty, this may have proved
worthless had the technology failed. The business wanted to
mitigate the risk but found that banks were unwilling to lend
without a guarantee in place. It is then that the company turned

68%

to an insurance solution. By bringing in Aon and involving
insurance capital, the company reduced risk for the buyer
and lowered the cost of capital to cover those risks, as banks
were willing to lend for longer and for cheaper with an

Very often (75-100% of the time)

insurer involved.

Somewhat often (50-74% of the time)
Occasionally (25-49% of the time)

In order to succeed, a “hard staple” process does

Three of the most common innovations are:

need to be supported by fulsome vendor due

• Nil recourse, which is particularly common

diligence and strong sponsor or financial adviser

in auctions. It allows sellers to retain little

backing, such that the stapled policy is mandated

or no liability for breaches of warranty under

into the process in the strongest possible terms.

the terms of the SPA, apart from in cases of fraud.

And while “hard staples” speed up deal execution
for sellers, they do place extra pressure and
workload on advisers, insurers and buyers. Sellers
are increasingly running contract races and
requiring insurers and brokers to run multiple
clean buyside broking and underwriting teams –
so-called “trees.” This ties up significant resources,
and because it can make it more difficult for buyers
to gain an edge, some buyers are stepping away,
which means a loss of competitive tension.

Impact on deal structure
Insurance is now used not only as a tool to facilitate
execution but has, in many cases, revolutionized the
way in which deals are structured.
16
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• Knowledge scrapes, whereby the awareness
qualification applied to certain warranties is
disregarded for the purpose of the policy.
This feature is common when management
warranty deeds seek to apply a blanket
awareness qualifier across all warranties.
• Synthetic tax covenants are used in transactions
in which sellers refuse or are unable to provide
a general tax covenant. Insurers can provide
the equivalent protection directly in the policy,
although known or identified tax issues will
be excluded.

Full Synthetic Warranty Packages Emerging
Competition in the M&A insurance market has had a dramatic
effect in recent years, creating an environment in which risks that
were once impossible to insure can now be covered efficiently
and economically. Synthetic enhancements to policies, which
effectively provide cover beyond what is agreed between buyer
and seller in the SPA, have been a key enabler of this evolution.
There are some situations, for example, in which a seller, e.g.
a liquidator, will not or cannot provide warranties, even on a nil
recourse basis. In some of these cases, it is now possible to write
warranty statements directly into the policy. This is made possible
through a tight alignment between the scope of buyer due
diligence and the warranties that an insurer is prepared to cover.
In scenarios such as these, it is likely that the virtual data room
and the buyer/seller Q&A will be deemed fairly disclosed in
the absence of an actual disclosure process from the seller.
This kind of cover is most suited to real estate and simple
operational businesses, although there can be applications
to public-to-private deal structures.
Fully synthetic W&I policies are still nascent and a limited number
of insurers will consider writing them in the current market.
The subrogation rights available to a carrier under a traditional
W&I policy in the event of seller fraud are largely absent from
a synthetic structure and so some insurers are concerned about
moral hazard. Others worry about the increased risk of buyers
missing material issues when due diligence is unaccompanied by
a robust seller disclosure process. Nevertheless we expect to see
an increase in demand for these types of products, especially if the
level of corporate insolvencies rise.
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Conclusion
The uptake of M&A insurance across the EMEA

Around a fifth of policies are now issued for

region over the last 18 months has continued to

restructurings, refinancings and public deals,

climb despite a drop off in deal activity. Although

diversifying from the staple private M&A market.

the macroeconomic and geopolitical backdrop has

Uptake of tax insurance, rather than just W&I cover,

become more volatile and unpredictable, assets

is becoming more prevalent as well, and insurers

continue to command high prices in a market that

have developed litigation cover in response to the

still favors vendors. M&A insurance uptake has

rapid growth of the litigation funding market.

increased as a result, as buyers turn to the product
to cover off downside risk and sellers staple cover

Such is the familiarity of dealmakers with M&A

to deals in order to expedite exit processes. New

insurance that it is now influencing how deals are

entrants in the market have created competition,

structured, providing an alternative to SPA terms on nil

increased provision and helped to keep prices

recourse, awareness qualifications and tax covenants.

down, which has also supported wider use.
Following this analysis of the M&A risk environment in
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As more M&A practitioners have made use of M&A

EMEA, the final installment of our four-part series will

insurance coverage, insurers have been able to offer

wrap with a global year-in-review. Keep an eye out for

more sophisticated and flexible products that can

parts one and two of the series as well, which focused

be used across a wider range of scenarios.

on the North American and Asia-Pacific markets.
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About Mergermarket

Mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers & acquisitions (M&A) proprietary
intelligence tool. Unlike any other service of its kind, Mergermarket provides a complete
overview of the M&A market by offering both a forward-looking intelligence database and
a historical deals database, achieving real revenues for Mergermarket clients.

Acuris Studios, the events and publications arm of Acuris, offers a range of publishing,
research and events services that enable clients to enhance their brand profile, and
to develop new business opportunities with their target audience.
To find out more, please visit www.acuris.com
Please contact:
Erik Wickman
Global Managing Director, Acuris Studios
Tel: +1 212 686 3329
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About Aon

Aon’s Transaction Solutions team has been leading the creation and advancement of
Transaction Liability Insurance since the market’s inception. Comprised of former senior
M&A and tax attorneys and other senior M&A leaders, we bring a depth of knowledge and
passion for developing tailored solutions to your complex deal risks that is unparalleled in
this industry. We know first-hand that the timing and sensitivity of a deal is paramount to
its success and work closely with your deal team and our insurance providers to advise and
execute solutions that improve your deal outcomes.
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range
of risk, retirement and health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower
results for clients by using proprietary data and analytics to deliver insights that reduce
volatility and improve performance.
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Gary Blitz
Global Co-CEO, M&A and Transaction
Solution
212.441.1106
gary.blitz@aon.com

Henk Bijl
Managing Director
M&A and Transaction Solutions
+31 10 448 7968
henk.bijl@aon.nl

Sandra Lee
Head of Transaction Liability
Insurance, Asia
+85228624121
sandra.s.lee@aon.com

Matthew Heinz
Senior Managing Director/Co-Practice
Leader
(212) 441-1602
matthew.heinz@aon.com

Anka Taylor
Executive Director
M&A and Transaction Solutions
O: +44 (0)20 7086 4833
anka.taylor@aon.co.uk

Sam Thomas
Client Director, Australia
+61292538452
sam.thomas@aon.com

Simon Tesselment
Chief Broking Officer, EMEA
+ 44 (0) 207 086 4709
simon.tesselment@aon.co.uk
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